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Live O nline

F

or the first time ever, Kagan’s Winter Academy
will be offered Live Online! Kagan is known
worldwide for its highly engaging in-person
workshops. This Winter Academy will feature
the same beloved workshops conducted live by
Kagan Master Trainers over Zoom. Since the shut
down, Kagan has offered its workshops in this new
Live Online format and the reactions have been

overwhelmingly positive. Teachers applaud the level
of engagement Kagan creates for online learning.
Whether you’re teaching online, in-person, or a mix
of both, experience what full student engagement
looks like and feels like. Come away with the vision
for full student engagement and the practical and
proven structures and tools to make that vision a
reality!

3-Day Workshops (Feb. 13 to 15) pp. 4–6
• Kagan Cooperative Learning: Kagan Structures for Engagement and Achievement!
• Kagan Win-Win Discipline: Strategies to End Every Disruption!
• Kagan Structures for Little Ones: Engagement! Learning! Social Skills!
• Brain-Friendly Teaching: Kagan Structures to Teach the Ways Brains Best Learn!
• Secondary Math: Kagan Structures to Boost Engagement and Learning!

2-Day Workshops (Feb. 13 & 14) pp. 7–8
• Instructional Coaches: Powerful Coaching Techniques for Coaching Any Content!
• Growth Mindset: Structuring for Resilience!
• Transform Your High-Risk Classroom: Reach and Teach Students in Challenging Environments!
• Emotion-Friendly Teaching: Accelerating Social-Emotional Learning (SEL)!

1 -Day & Half Day Workshops (Feb. 13, 14 & 15) pp. 9–12
• Adapting Kagan for Distance Learning: Creating Full Student Engagement Online! Feb. 13 (4 Hours)
• Total Student Engagement through Zoom: Make Distance Learning Come Alive! Feb. 14 (4 Hours)
• Kagan Classroom Adaptations for COVID-19: Enhancing Student Engagement and Safety! Feb. 15 (3 Hours)
• English Language Learners: Kagan Structures to Skyrocket Comprehension and Fluency! Feb. 15
• Engaging Lectures: Total Engagement of Every Student! Feb. 15
• Secondary Language Arts: Full Engagement with Kagan Structures! Feb. 15
• Mighty Vocabulary: Supersize Students’ Word Knowledge! Feb. 15

Call Now to Register 800.266.7576
Register Online www.KaganOnline.com/WinterAcademy
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4:45–5:15 pm Central Time
All participants registered for the Winter Academy are invited to join Kagan for three Zoom Happy
Half Hour sessions conducted at the conclusion of each day of training. Every session will be
facilitated by a Kagan Trainer. Grab some snacks and a drink and come interact with Kagan Trainers
and fellow Kagan enthusiasts.
Saturday, February 13th
Grade and Subject Mixers
In this mixer, you join the session that matches
your grade or subject. You will interact with
teachers from all over the country (and even some
internationally). There will be some structured
interaction, but plenty of open time to ask questions.
Process your learning with colleagues teaching the
same grade or subject as you!

Monday, February 15th
Meet Dr. Spencer Kagan
Dr. Spencer Kagan is Kagan’s visionary founder.
If you haven’t had the opportunity to meet
the legend in person, here’s your chance! He’ll
have an inspiring message to share with all
participants. Plus, you’ll
have the chance to ask him
any questions during the
Q&A session.

Sunday, February 14th
My Trainer Valentine
It’s Valentine’s day! Come spend half an hour with
your favorite Kagan Trainer. It can be your trainer
from the workshop, a past Kagan trainer you’ve had,
or a trainer you want to meet—it’s your choice! Each
trainer will host a room and have a planned activity.
Come get up close and personal. You are free to ask
any questions during the free time.
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“The PD was great! Totally worth attending.
Showed me that Kagan strategies are possible
not only in person but online as well!”
—Denise Zendejas,
6th–7th Grade Special Education Teacher

“These are awesome strategies to use in
a virtual environment!”
—Pam Withers,
High School Business Teacher

Call Now to Register 800.266.7576
Register Online www.KaganOnline.com/WinterAcademy
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Grades K–12

Kagan Structures for Engagement and Achievement!
Motivate and reach your most reluctant learners with interactive
strategies that work! Especially powerful for secondary and
elementary teachers who want to increase engagement, boost
test scores, and reduce the achievement gap. You’ll build
powerful learning teams in your classroom and use the Kagan

methods for team formation, teambuilding, classbuilding,
management, thinking skills, presentation skills, decision making,
communication skills, and social skills. You’ll leave with a toolbox
full of Kagan Structures, proven strategies that are easy to use
tomorrow and for a lifetime. $549 • Workshop #31627

★ FREE Kagan Materials!
• Kagan Cooperative Learning Book
• Kagan Cooperative Learning Course Workbook
• Mix-Pair-Share Software
★ Bonus Materials
Includes: 1) Two Books: Teambuilding and Classbuilding, 2) Student Selector Spinners Class Set
of Eight, 3) Selector Spinner, 4) Cooperative Learning SmartCard, 5) Numbered Heads Together
Software, and 6) Kagan Structures Poster Set #1. Regular Price $124. Your Price $99. Save $25!
Code: CCL2DB

Feb. 13–15
2021

Kagan Win -Win Discipline

Grades K–12

Strategies to End Every Disruption!
Win-Win Discipline is the most concrete and comprehensive
classroom discipline program available. Used worldwide, WinWin transforms our concept of discipline: Discipline is not
something we do to students; it is something we help students
acquire! Are there disruptions in your classroom you’d love
to eliminate? Learn winning step-by-step strategies for every
discipline problem. Win-Win Discipline gives you easy-to-use
strategies for prevention, for the moment-of-disruption, and
for follow-ups. You’ll learn to recognize and respond differently

to the seven positions that cause almost all discipline problems.
Convert disruptions into learning opportunities. Disruptive
students win: They learn responsible ways to meet their needs
for a lifetime. The class wins: Students spend their time learning,
unhindered by disruptions. You win: You get to teach without
interruptions. Win-Win changes everything. Come to school
excited to teach! $549 • Workshop #31635

★ FREE Kagan Materials!
• Win-Win Discipline Book
• Kagan Win-Win Discipline Course Workbook
★ Bonus Materials
Includes: 1) Two Higher-Level Thinking Questions Books: Developing Character and
Personal & Social Skills, 2) TimerTools Software, 3) Seven Classroom Management
SmartCards: Cooperative Roles, Classroom Signals, Cooperative Learning, Student
Jobs, Daily Routines, Class Meetings, and Classroom Procedures, and 4) Two CDs:
Music for the Mind: Relaxed Alertness and Mozart for Productivity. Regular Price
$125. Your Price $99. Save $26! Code: CWD2C

Call Now to Register 800.266.7576
Register Online www.KaganOnline.com/WinterAcademy
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Feb. 13–15
2021

Secondary M ath

Grades 6–12

Kagan Structures to Boost Engagement and Learning!
You can be the best math teacher your students will ever have,
without having to work harder. We’ll explore how to multiply
mathematics mastery! With revolutionary Kagan Structures,
activities, and ready-made worksheets, your students become
more engaged, challenged, and excited about math. Release
the power of Kagan Structures for Pre-Algebra, Algebra I,
Geometry, Algebra II, Trigonometry, and Pre-Calculus. Surpass

the NCTM and Common Core State Standards. Come away
with the winning equation: High School Mathematics + Kagan
Structures = Increased Engagement, Learning, and Fun!
$549 • Workshop #31638

★ FREE Kagan Materials!
• Secondary Math Course Workbook
★ Bonus Materials
Includes: 1) Cooperative Math Book, 2) Match Mine: Mathematics Book, 3) Mix-N-Match
Mathematics Book, and 4) Higher-Level Thinking Questions: Mathematics Book. Regular Price
$86. Your Price $69. Save $17! Code: CEM3

Feb. 13–15
2021

B rain -Friendly Teaching

Grades K–12

Kagan Structures to Teach the Ways Brains Best Learn!
We have a choice: We can teach using traditional methods
or we can teach the way the brain best learns. Teaching with
traditional methods is like swimming against the current:
teaching is more exhausting, students learn less, and students
like class and content less. When we teach the ways the
brains best learn, teaching is more effortless and students
learn and enjoy class more. You will view actual brain scans

demonstrating how to boost engagement and retention with
simple structures as part of any lesson. You will learn the six
principles of brain-friendly teaching in a way you will never
forget! Come turn on your brain in this active, brains-on
workshop. Learn to boost motivation and achievement as you
create your brain-friendly classroom! $549 • Workshop #31637

★ FREE Kagan Materials!
• Brain-Friendly Teaching: Tools, Tips & Structures Book
• Brain-Friendly Teaching Course Workbook
★ Bonus Materials
Includes: 1) Silly Sports & Goofy Games Book, 2) Instant Classbuilding Software, 3) Instant Teambuilding
Software, 4) SelectorTools Software, 5) TimerTools Software, 6) Two CDs: Twist & Shout! 60’s Hits and
Music for the Mind: Relaxed Alertness, 7) Three SmartCards: Brain-Based Learning, Classbuilding,
and Teambuilding, and 8) Jumbo Team Twist-Ups (Pack of 4 Crayons) Class Set of Eight. Regular
Price $243. Your Price $194. Save $49! Code: CBB2B

Call Now to Register 800.266.7576
Register Online www.KaganOnline.com/WinterAcademy
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Feb. 13–15
2021

Kagan Structures
Little O nes

for

Grades PreK–2

Engagement! Learning! Social Skills!
The early grades are a critical time in a
student’s education. Students come to class
with vastly different abilities and experiences,
and we want them all to experience early
success academically and socially. Come learn
the best Kagan Structures to engage all your little
ones in whole group instruction, small group
instruction, and during work stations/center
activities. Learn how to get your budding students
to follow directions, how to work in teams, how to

share and take turns, how to communicate effectively, how to
think critically, and, of course, how to master the content and
skills to succeed in school. Kagan will give you the structures
and adaptations necessary to make cooperative learning a huge
hit with your youngsters. Start your little ones on the path to
school success by nurturing important social and academic
skills. Learn how to create a cooperative and caring classroom.
Walk away with ideas and activities you’ll be excited to
implement the first day and every day
of school! $549 • Workshop #31636

★ FREE Kagan Materials!
• Cooperative Learning for Primary Book
• Kagan Structures for Little Ones Course Workbook
★Bonus Materials
Includes: 1) Two Books: Teambuilding and Classbuilding,
2) Student Selector Spinners Class Set of Eight, 3) Selector Spinner,
4) Cooperative Learning SmartCard, 5) Numbered Heads Together
Software, and 6) Kagan Structures Poster Set #1. Regular Price $124.
Your Price $99. Save $25! Code: CCL2DB

“This was amazing! It had the promise of
changing my students’ lives forever. It will
instill value and self worth (and community).
So glad I came. I can’t wait to introduce this to
my students.”
—Tara Fields, K–5 RTI Coordinator

“The instructor was outstanding! She is very
informative and her energy level spreads to us
and makes us alive and excited! You are doing
an awesome job and you help us a lot in our
management needs.”
—Mary Ann Requerme, 2nd Grade Teacher

Call Now to Register 800.266.7576
Register Online www.KaganOnline.com/WinterAcademy
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Feb. 13 & 14
2021

I nstructional Coaches

Grades K–12

Powerful Coaching Techniques for Coaching Any Content!
If you coach any type of instruction, this is the course for you! You
will work side-by-side with your colleagues to master the elements
of effective instructional coaching: 1) Establishing the relationship
that opens teachers to constructive input,
2) Enhancing communication skills,
3) Strengthening skills for facilitating learning,
and 4) Managing multiple duties effectively.
You master specific ways to support and
encourage your teachers while establishing
a same-side relationship based on trust

and credibility. In addition, you master specific coaching skills
applicable to any content: How and when to 1) intervene and/
or model; 2) increase formative assessment; 3) align techniques
to targets; 4) help teachers acquire powerful communication
tactics; 5) manage time; 6) provide powerful, motivating, reflective
feedback; and 7) assess which management techniques to share.
Whether you are new to instructional coaching or a seasoned
coach, you will up your coaching game tremendously and have fun
in the process! $499 • Workshop #31664

★ FREE Kagan Materials!
• Instructional Coaches Course Workbook
★ Bonus Materials
Includes: 1) SmartCard Teacher Toolbox. Regular Price $132. Your Price $99. Save $33! Code: CIC2

Feb. 13 & 14
2021

Growth M indset

Grades K–12

Structuring for Resilience!
Students with a Growth Mindset persist in the face of setbacks.
They are resilient. The result: higher achievement, greater
optimism, and greater life success. The good news: We can
foster a Growth Mindset as we teach, without time off our
academic curriculum. Using Kagan Structures and other tools

we provide our students life-changing Growth Mindset tools.
Learn why simply praising effort can be a Growth Mindset trap.
Join us to release the power of true Growth Mindset. $399 •
Workshop #31665

★ FREE Kagan Materials!
• Growth Mindset Course Workbook
★ Bonus Materials
Includes: 1)Two Books: Higher-Level Thinking Questions: Developing Character
and Teambuilding Questions, 2) Eight Sets of Appreciation Learning Chips,
3) Talking Teamwork Poster Sets 1 & 2, and 4) Emotional Intelligence
SmartCard. Regular Price $123. Your Price $98. Save $25! Code: CGMS2A

Call Now to Register 800.266.7576
Register Online www.KaganOnline.com/WinterAcademy
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Feb. 13 & 14
2021

Transform Your
H igh -Risk C lassroom

Grades K–12

Reach and Teach Students in Challenging Environments!
Do you teach in a “high-risk” environment where the majority
of your students have a high probability of failing academically
or dropping out of school? Are you new to Kagan, or have you
experienced difficulties implementing Kagan Structures in your
classroom due to your students’ exceptional circumstances?
Students dealing with poverty, homelessness, behavioral
issues, learning disabilities, or incarceration can present severe
teaching challenges. Meet the challenge with Kagan Structures,

activities, and procedures from Cooperative Learning, WinWin Discipline, and Brain-Friendly Teaching. This workshop
empowers you with knowledge and strategies you will put to
work immediately. You will reach and support
your hardest to reach students. Transform
the classroom experience for your high-risk
students. $399 • Workshop #31666

★ FREE Kagan Materials!
• Win-Win Discipline MiniBook
• Transform Your High-Risk Classroom Course Workbook
★ Bonus Materials
Includes: 1) Two Books: Brain-Friendly Teaching: Tools, Tips & Structures and Higher-Level Thinking
Questions: Personal & Social Skills, 2) TimerTools Software, and 3) Win-Win Discipline Poster Set. Regular
Price $106. Your Price $89. Save $17! Code: CHR2A

Feb. 13 & 14
2021

Emotion-Friendly Teaching

Grades K–12

Accelerating Social-Emotional Learning (SEL)!
Dr. Spencer Kagan has just completed his newest book:
Emotion-Friendly Teaching. In this high intensity workshop,
master emotion-friendly teaching: 1) Eliciting emotion as we
teach, releasing the power of ten positive emotions, and
2) Teaching students to understand and manage their emotions.
You receive Dr. Kagan’s Emotion Wheel, a visual tool to help
students understand and take control of their emotions.

Learn to foster the five dimensions of emotional intelligence:
Self-Knowledge, Self-Control, Self-Motivation, Relationship
Skills, and Empathy. You will empower your students to no
longer be controlled by their emotions; they will know their
emotions and know how to move to more positive states. $399 •
Workshop #31667

★ FREE Kagan Materials!
• Emotion-Friendly Teaching Book
• Kagan Emotion Wheel Poster
• Emotion-Friendly Teaching Course Workbook
★ Bonus Materials
Includes: 1) Two Higher-Level Thinking Questions Books: Personal & Social Skills
and Developing Character 2) Character Education Poster Set, and 3) Two SmartCards:
Emotional Intelligence and Character Education. Regular Price $65. Your Price
$54. Save $11! Code: CEFT1

Call Now to Register 800.266.7576
Register Online www.KaganOnline.com/WinterAcademy
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Feb. 13, 2021
(4 Hours)

Adapting Kagan for
Distance Learning

Grades K–12

Creating Full Student Engagement Online!
Applying what you learn in this 4-hour Live Online
workshop, your online teaching will come alive. Learn
how to form base teams, random teams, and pairs to
maximize student interaction and learning. See how
you can adapt Kagan Structures like the RoundRobin
family, Quiz-Quiz-Trade, and more, for full
student engagement. Create a supportive context
for learning with Teambuilding. Implement
online Classbuilding activities to help students
feel more connected to their classmates. Learn
essential online management skills like how

to check in on your breakout teams and how students can alert
you when they need help. At a time when physical distance
is necessary, social interaction and support are more
necessary than ever. Students remember dramatically
more of what is said in interaction than what the teacher
says. Academic achievement accelerates. Students
actually look forward to their online classes as an
opportunity to interact with classmates
and teammates. $149 • Workshop
#31668

★ FREE Kagan Materials!
• Adapting Kagan for Distance Learning Course Workbook

Feb. 14, 2021
(4 Hours)

Total Student Engagement
through Zoom

Grades K–12

Make Distance Learning Come Alive!
Are you having a difficult time truly engaging students with
distance learning? Are you new to Zoom or to Kagan? Does
distance learning feel too “distant” to you and your students?
If you answered yes to any of these questions, this 4-hour Live
Online workshop is for you! Kagan is renowned for its interactive
teaching strategies. Zoom offers a robust online learning platform.
Combine Kagan and Zoom to boost student interaction online!
For newbies and frequent Zoom users alike, this workshop
provides all you need to know to successfully use breakout
rooms, chat, screen sharing, white boards, and student polls.
Gain the confidence and skills to create and monitor random

pairs, assigned pairs, and teams. Learn to engage every student
individually, with a partner, with teammates, and with classmates.
During this time of uncertainty and anxiety, create a greater
sense of connection to each other and to you. Your students will
be more excited about school and the curriculum. Come join
us and experience what successful online learning looks
like, what it feels like, and
how to make it a reality
for your students! $149 •
Workshop #31673

★ FREE Kagan Materials!
• Total Student Engagement Through Zoom Course Workbook

Call Now to Register 800.266.7576
Register Online www.KaganOnline.com/WinterAcademy
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Feb. 15
2021

English Language Learners

Grades K–12

Kagan Structures to Skyrocket Comprehension and Fluency!
Limited and non-English speaking students acquire essential
reading, writing, speaking, and listening skills while accelerating
their curriculum mastery. How? Kagan Structures are
cooperative and communicative teaching strategies—wonderful
tools to promote English fluency while improving mastery
of academic content. Through interactive
structures, students are exposed to more

comprehensible input and radically increase their opportunity
to practice language. Learn the stages of language acquisition
and then learn Kagan Structures to best help your English
learners at each stage. Ideal for regular classroom teachers, ELL
teachers, project directors, and coordinators. $229 • Workshop
#31674

★ FREE Kagan Materials!
• English Language Learners Course Workbook
★ Bonus Materials
Includes: 1)Three Books: Same-Different Fairy Tales, Same-Different Holidays, and Match Mine:
Language Builder, 2) Eight Sets of Paraphrase Learning Chips, 3) Talking Teamwork Poster Set,
and 4) Four SmartCards: Classbuilding, Teambuilding, Communication Boosters, and Second
Language Learning. Regular Price $117. Your Price $94. Save $23! Code: CESL2C

Feb. 15
2021

Engaging Lectures

Grades K–12

Total Engagement of Every Student!
Would you like to design riveting lectures so your students are
energized and excited about your content? Engaging Lectures
provides simple principles empowering you to upgrade your
slide shows, enhance your students’ notetaking, and manage
the climate of your classroom. Your teaching and learning will
feel more effortless as student gains accelerate! You will work
smarter, not harder, as your students become fully engaged.
What’s the best part? You not only learn research-proven, brain-

friendly, and cooperative learning techniques,
but during the workshop you will apply these
techniques on one of your actual lectures
to bring back into your classrooms. Step
up your game and student achievement
with Engaging Lectures. $229 • Workshop
#31675

★ FREE Kagan Materials!
• Engaging Lectures Course Workbook
★ Bonus Materials
Includes: 1) Brain-Friendly Teaching: Tools,
Tips & Structures Book, and 2) Mix-Pair-Share
Software. Regular Price $73. Your Price $59.
Save $14! Code: CLECT1

Call Now to Register 800.266.7576
Register Online www.KaganOnline.com/WinterAcademy
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Feb. 15
2021

Secondary Language Arts

Grades 6–12

Full Engagement with Kagan Structures!
Be that unforgettable language arts teacher that students
remember as the one who gave them skills for a lifetime! It’s
easy and fun with Kagan Structures for secondary language arts.
Discover ways to help students think critically about literature.
Generate passion for reading while enhancing comprehension.
Learn easy-to-use structures to boost higher-level thinking

and communication skills. Strengthen students’ acquisition
of vocabulary. This active workshop is loaded with practical
management tips, resources, and Kagan Structures to enrich
students’ mastery of language arts. $229 • Workshop # 31676

★ FREE Kagan Materials!
• Secondary Language Arts Course Workbook
★ Bonus Materials
Includes: 1) Higher-Level Thinking Questions: Language Arts Book, 2) Eight Sets of Story Discussion Learning
Chips, 3) Reader Response Learning Cubes Class Set of Eight, 4) Story Elements Learning Cubes Class Set
of Eight, and 5) Student Selector Spinners Class Set of Eight. Regular Price $131. Your Price $99. Save $32!
Code: CLA2C

Feb. 15, 2021
(3 Hours)

Kagan C lassroom
Adaptations for COVID-19

Grades K–12

Enhancing Student Engagement and Safety!
This 3-hour workshop was designed for teachers who were
successfully using Kagan before the shutdown and want to
continue to reap the benefits of Kagan when students return
to school in person. So many teachers and schools have
asked how they can adapt Kagan for social distancing. This
workshop is your answer! More than ever, students will crave
social interaction. Instead of “social distancing,” we encourage

teachers to create social closeness, but maintain physical
distance. In this Zoom workshop presented live by a Kagan
Master Trainer, learn how to adapt Kagan Structures and
methods to maintain physical distance and minimize touching
each other and shared equipment. You will review and adapt
the steps of 15 Kagan Structures, so you and your students
don’t skip a step when returning to school. As a bonus, given
the more intense need for social bonding, we examine how
Kagan Structures integrate social emotional learning (SEL)
without time off academic curriculum. $129 • Workshop
#31677

★ FREE Kagan Materials!
• Kagan Classroom Adaptations for COVID-19 Course Workbook

Call Now to Register 800.266.7576
Register Online www.KaganOnline.com/WinterAcademy
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Feb. 15
2021

M ighty Vocabulary

Grades K–8

Supersize Students’ Word Knowledge!
Give your students the verbal advantage. Increasing our
students’ vocabularies impacts nearly all academic subjects.
Come update your vocabulary instructional practices for
indirect language learning, for independent word study, and for
direct vocabulary acquisition to meet today’s standards. You will
learn engaging, easy-to-implement, classroom-ready structures
to expand and refine your students’ academic vocabularies.

Experience firsthand the power of proven Kagan Structures
that promote vocabulary acquisition. You learn research-based
methods for active word learning, and ways to implement
vocabulary seamlessly into your existing lesson
plans. $229 • Workshop #31678

★F
 REE Kagan Materials!
• Mighty Vocabulary Course Workbook
★B
 onus Materials
Includes: 1) Vocabulary Learning Cubes Class Set of Eight, 2) Three Books: Vocabulary, Match Mine:
Language Builder, and Mix-N-Match Language Arts, 3) Higher-Level Thinking Question Cards:
Vocabulary, and 4) Poster Projects: Vocabulary. Regular Price $103. Your Price $84. Save $19! Code:
CREV2D

“I learned information about vocab
instruction I was not aware of. I feel
empowered to take what I learned to use with
my students and share with teachers.”
—Kim Cannamela, K–5 Literacy Coach

“I really feel excited about teaching again
after taking the Kagan Live Online PD.
The tools of shaping the structures for
collaborative learning are exactly what I
needed.”
—Edna Briseno, 2nd Grade STEAM
Magnet Teacher

“I really like the cooperative learning strategies
developed by Kagan, and the workshop offered a
great opportunity to see the strategies in action.”
—Mary Ann Requerme, 2nd Grade Teacher

“I couldn’t envision how to adapt many
of my favorite Kagan structures to the
online setting prior to this workshop, but
now it seems doable. This session was
practical and I am excited about all of
the increased engagement I’ll see on my
Zoom sessions as a result.”
—Rachel D’Onofrio,
World Languages/Bilingual
Department Chair

“Excellent resources. I am
excited to enrich my students’
lives with these structures. Rick
was excellent and full of passion
for words. Amazing!”
—JoAnne Bobbett,
3rd Grade Teacher

Call Now to Register 800.266.7576
Register Online www.KaganOnline.com/WinterAcademy
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In format ion

Workshop Times

Bonus Materials

Full-Day Workshops
Check in: 9:20 am Central Time
Course: 9:30 am–4:30 pm Central Time
Lunch Break: There will be a half hour lunch break

All registered participants will receive special discount offers on
Kagan’s teaching resources. For a preview of these special offers,
click here.

Half-Day Workshops
Check in: 9:20 am Central Time
Course: 9:30 am Central Time start time. End time varies from
12:30 pm to 1:30 pm Central Time. Please check your workshop.
No Lunch Break: There will not be a lunch break.

• One FREE administrator with three paid participants.
• Two FREE administrators with five or more paid participants.

Happy Half Hour (4:45 pm to 5:15 pm Central Time)
All participants registered for the Winter Academy are invited to
join Kagan for three Zoom Happy Half Hour sessions conducted at
the conclusion of each day of training. Links to these open sessions
will be provided during the Academy.

Letter to Convince Administrator

Administrators Attend FREE!
Exclusively for principals, vice principals, and approved
district administrators. No Substitutions. All participants and
administrator(s) must be from the same school or district and must
be registered together at the same time.

To Register
Call 800.266.7576 to pay with credit card. Or, e-mail completed
registration forms with a P.O. to registration@KaganOnline.com.
Identify free administrator registration(s), and include a business
card copy for each free administrator.

Download a letter to convince your administrator to send you to
Kagan’s Winter Academy. The letter is in Word format so you can
easily customize it to fit your needs. Click here to download letter.

Multiple Participants

Confirmation & Cancellation

Get Credit!

After registration, you will receive an email confirming your
registration. You will receive an email with your Zoom link
information and your digital Course Materials 3 business days
prior to the start date of your Live Online workshop. If you have not
received a confirmation at least two weeks prior to the event start
date, please check the spam folder in your e-mail prior to contacting
Kagan to confirm your registration.
Cancellations must be submitted in writing at least 24 hours before
the event start time, for a full refund, less a $25 processing fee.
No refunds will be issued for no-shows. If an event is cancelled,
registrants will be reimbursed for registration fees only.

Publicity Photo Release
By registering for this Kagan Live Online academy, you have
acknowledged and agreed that you may be photographed or video
recorded for Kagan’s publicity purposes. If you do not wish your
image to be used, please contact Kagan at 800.266.7576.

Kagan Resources Special Discounts
All registered participants will receive special discount offers on
Kagan’s teaching resources. For a preview of these special offers.
https://www.kaganonline.com/catalog

To register multiple participants, please click here.
One (1) unit of credit is offered for 2-day and 3-day workshops for
$100. Applications will be available during the Academy.

Copyright
By registering for this workshop, I agree to comply with the terms
of Kagan’s Copyright Policy. I agree not to offer trainings on the
copyrighted content of this workshop without Kagan’s permission
or certification.

Host a Kagan Event
at Your Site!
Call the Kagan Partnership
Team at 800.451.8495 to set
up an in-person or Live Online
workshop for your school
or district. Or click here to
submit an online inquiry.

Call Now to Register 800.266.7576
Register Online www.KaganOnline.com/WinterAcademy
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